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Cooking in
an “Eino Ben
Yomo” Utensil

A

ccording to halacha, a utensil that
was used to cook non-kosher food
in the last twenty four hours and
then used to cook a permissible food renders the permissible food non-kosher. This
is due to the absorption of flavor from
the non-kosher food into the new food. In
halacha a utensil used within the previous
twenty four hours is known as a ben yomo
utensil. The same law applies to meat and
milk. It is strictly prohibited to cook meat
in a pot used within the last twenty four
hours for milk (see Shulchan Aruch YD 93).
If the utensil has not been used in the last
twenty four hours it cannot transfer desirable taste further and thus cannot prohibit
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any further food cooked in it. This is called
an eino (not) ben yomo utensil. Our Sages
forbid using a utensil in this manner, yet
the food cooked inside is not prohibited
(Shulchan Aruch YD 122:2).
The same ruling applies in regards to asking another Jew to cook in eino ben yomo
utensils. Even if another person would
agree to do so, the initiator of the request is
transgressing the commandment of “lifnei
iver” (the halachic concept that prohibits
placing a stumbling block before a blind
person; the same applies to telling another
Jew to do a prohibition for you).
Asking a non-Jew to cook in an eino ben
yomo utensil:
Early authorities debate whether asking
a non-Jew to cook in an eino ben yomo
utensil is also included in the decree of
our Sages. The Tur makes no mention of
this addition and it would seem that since
a non-Jew is not obligated in this decree it
is permitted for a Jew to ask a non-Jew to
make him food in an eino ben yomo utensil. Even though asking a non-Jew would
be an apparent loophole of the halacha, it
is still permitted since in many instances
our Sages do not extend decrees infinitely
(see Tosofot, Avodah Zara 75:B).
In contrast, the Rashba (Torat Habayit 4:4)
rules that our Sages also decreed that ask-
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ing a non-Jew to cook in an eino ben yomo
utensil is prohibited. The Rashba brings
proof from different areas of halacha that
when something is prohibited, the same
prohibition is extended to asking a non-Jew
to do so. The Rashba’s logic is based on the
understanding that our Sages also intended
to prevent any loopholes of their decrees.
The Shulchan Aruch (YD 122:6) rules clearly like the Rashba, who prohibits asking a
non-Jew to cook in an eino ben yomo utensil on a Jew’s behalf. All later authorities
accept this ruling (see Aruch Hashulchan
YD 122:15; Halichot Olam 7 p.71).
Food that was intentionally cooked in an
eino ben yomo utensil.
The Rashba (ibid) writes that not only is it
prohibited to cook in a utensil that is eino
ben yomo, if the utensil was intentionally
used, then even the food is prohibited to
eat. This ruling seems a bit extreme, since
according to Torah law food cooked in an

eino ben yomo utensil is completely kosher.
The Shulchan Aruch (ibid) does not explicitly mention the ruling of the Rashba,
which prohibits benefiting from food intentionally cooked in an eino ben yomo
utensil. However, in the Beit Yosef (the detailed outline of the Shulchan Aruch’s rulings) it would seem Rav Yosef Caro accepts
this ruling.
Rav Ovadia Yosef (Yabia Omer YD 8:14) discusses in detail the halacha regarding intentional cooking in an eino ben yomo pot.
He cites certain later authorities who dispute the Rashba’s ruling (see Shem Ariyeh
YD 23). Rav Ovadia rules that most early
authorities agree with the Rashba, and all
proofs against this ruling are refutable.
As such, the stringent approach should be
adopted. Rav Ovadia also insists that the
Shulchan Aruch ruled like the Rashba.
Rav Moshe Feinstein in his responsa (Igrot
Moshe YD 2:41) is adamant that it would
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have been illogical for our Sages to extend
their decree to the intentionally-cooked
food. Rav Moshe claims that there is no
proof in the Talmud for such a precedent.
In addition, food made in an eino ben yomo
utensil is permitted. The decree only applies to the utensil. If the food is completely permitted, how could our Sages extend
the decree so far? Rav Moshe concludes
that even though it is permitted to eat food
that was intentionally cooked in an eino
ben yomo utensil, it is still proper to avoid
if possible.
It would seem that in areas of great need,
Rav Feinstein would be lenient.
To summarize:
•

It is prohibited to cook in an eino ben
yomo utensil.
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•

It is also prohibited to ask another Jew
to cook something for you in such a
utensil.

•

Authorities agree that asking a nonJew to cook in an eino ben yomo utensil
is also prohibited.

•

There is a dispute between later authorities regarding the food itself that
was cooked intentionally in an eino
ben yomo utensil. It would seem that
according to Rav Moshe Feinstein
there is room to be lenient in times of
need.
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